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SELEPET VOCOID CLUSTERS 
K.A. McELHANON 
O .  Introduction. 
1. The Problem Stated . 
2. Interpretation of Contrasting Sequences. 
3. Interpretation of Mutually Exclusive Sequences. 
O .  I N T R O DU C T I O N 
The purpose of this paper is to present the problem of 
vocoid clusters in the Selepet language with the various 
alternative solutions proposed, discussed and evaluated. 1 
A phonemic analysis of vocoids yields the results shown in 
Chart I. The vowels contrast vertically as to high, mid and 
low tongue positions and horizontally as to front and back 
tongue positions . 
Ch art I 
VOWEL PHONEMES 
i 
e 
a 
1. T H E P R O B L E M S T A T E D  
u 
o 
o 
Clusters of vocoids may occur in the patterns given 
below . Occurrence of the period indicates a sequence of 
vocoids with a timing of two moras. Absence of the period 
indicates a sequence with a timing of one mora. A raised 
vocoid indicates a non-syllabic vocoid. Except where perti­
nent to the argument, data will be written without regard 
for allophones. The patterns are: 
Pattern 1 (Vvl in which stress may occur only on the 
second mem�er as irt iogo 'strike them' and Uat 'chase it! ' . 2 
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Pattern 2 (:yV) in which stress may occur only on the 
first member as in6°m 'variety of pandanus ' and ga� 'let 
him come! ' .  
Pattern 3 (VyV) in which stress may occur only on the 
second member as in ia i 'they spoke ' and u6i 'touch it! ' .  
Pat tern 4 (v. v) or (v.y) in which stress may occur on  
either member but not on both as in heak 'breath ' or  h6re­
akbe 'I myself will cut it '. 
Pattern 5 (v. Vv) in which stress may occur only on the 
third member as in tuhuiekbe 'I 'll do it for them ' and 
· s6h8iekbe ' I 'll tie them ' .  
Pattern 6 (y. VV) or (v.VV) in which stress may occur on 
the first or second member but not on both as in �ain 'we 
became ' and tuhuai t g8t 'because we did it '. 
Pattern 7 (vv. v) or (vv.v) in whlch stress may occur on 
either the first or third member but not on both as in 
h6u8k 'let him spear it ' and hoh8iaksap ' it raised itself 
up ' . 
Pattern 8 (vv. Vv) or (vv. Vv) in which stress may occur on 
the first or the fourth member but never on both as in 
h6Ui et 'you (dual) spear it! ' and hoh8 i ieksap 'he lifted 
them up '. 
Pattern 9 (vv. vV) or (vv.vV) in which stress may occur on 
the first or third member but not on both as in h6uai 'they 
speared it ' and hoh8iair8n 'at the time you raised it '. 
Only Pattern 4 does not contain non-syllabic vocoids. 
These patterns exhibit vocoid clusters from two to four 
in number. For our purposes it is convenient to consider 
sequences of two vocoids at a time. Chart II indicates 
those sequences of two vocoids that have been observed. 3 
3 
Ch art I I  
i i  ie i a  . io io iu 
ei ea eo eo eu 
ai ae ao au 
oi oe 00 ou 
o i  oe oa 00 ou 
ui ue ua uo uo uu 
In two-vocoid sequences of one mora 's timing the follow-
ing clusters have been ob served : 
Group A: ei eU ai oi oi ui ae oe oe 0 aU) 00 ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) a ) ) 
OU and oU . 
Group B: i· ie i a io io iu Uu Uo ua Uo ue and l.) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
U· l. • 
In two-vocoid sequences of two moras ' timing the follow­
ing clusters have been observed: Le) La) Lo) Lo) Lu) 
e . a) e . o) e . o) o . a) 0.0) u . a) u . e) u . o andu . o .  
Examples of the sequences follow : 
(ei ) mem kepei 'hold it and twist it! '; (eU) geUnaO 
(man 's name) ; (ai ) ai 'dig! '; (oi ) oi 'work '; (oi ) tatboi t 
'we ( dual ) should have stayed '; (ui ) pui 'chicken '; (ae) 
g a� 'le t him come! '; (oe ) soho� 'let him tie it! '; (oe) 
toen 'in the water '; (aO ) kaok 'white '; (aU) bau 'pig '; ( 00) 
bookiap 'it broke '; (OU) oUn 'now'; (OU) lo� 'carrying '; 
(i i ) iingiap 'he gave it to them'; (ie)  iek 'look at  them! '; 
(ia) iap 'he spoke '; (io) iok 'he '; (io )  iongo 'strike them! '; 
(iu) 1-u 'this '; (Uu)  uuon 'what '; (Uo ) uosan 'where '; (Uo ) 
uoko ' cockatoo '; (Ua) Uat 'chase it! '; (Ue )  uesom 'floating '; 
(Ui )  Uigil iIJ 'kind of grass '; (Le) si . ep sLep 'kind of bird '; 
(i . a) sLap 'it burned '; (i . o) Lok 'let him sleep! '; (Lo) 
si . op 'it burned ' ;  (i . u ) pi . u  pi . u  'kind of bird '; (e.a) he . ak  
'breath '; (e . o) gore . ok 'let her sew! ' ; (e . o )  gore . on 'you 
sewed it '; (o . a) go . aksom 'bending over '; ( 0.0 ) toho . ok 'le t 
him come! '� (u . a) huhu . aksap 'he smashed himself '; (u . e) l u . e 
l u . e iap 'it howled '; (u . o) u . ok 'let him cook it! '; (u . o )  
tuhu . op 'he made it ' .  
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When these vocoid glides are plot ted on a vowel chart, 
eight different directions of glide may be described, some 
simple and some complex. They are with their symbolisa­
tions: up (u), up and forwards (u f ), up and backwards (u b), 
forwards ( f ), down and forwards (d f ), down (d), down and 
b ack wards (db) and backwards (b). All the t wo-vocoid 
sequences in Group A glide in one of four directions: (0, 
(u f), (u ) and (u b). All the two-vocoid sequences in Group B 
and all those occurring with two moras ' timing glide in one 
of the four remaining directions (dO, (d), (db) and (b). 
Figure A represents the direction of the glides. The solid 
line indicates those glides of Group A; the other glides 
are represented by the broken line. 
Front 
F i gu re A 
Up 
�-� " I', 
/ I , / ' .1 "" I .... 
'-II 
Down 
Back 
Various interpretations will be presented and evaluated 
in the following sections of the paper . 
2. I N T E R P R E T A T I O N  OF C O N T R A S T I N G  S E QU E N C ES 
It is observed above that ,all the members in Group B of 
drte �di�;s �i�irtg w ith the �xbept±drt df ii and Uu contrast 
with identical sequences of two moras ' timing. Since vowel 
length does not occur, one would not expect to find con-
trasts between i i and i . , i and between Uu and u .  u. 
Examples follow: 
iek 'look at them! ' and sL ep Sl. ep 'kind of bird' ;i8,i 
'they are speaking ' and l. ai 'they are sleeping '; 16k 'he ' 
and l . ok 'let him sleep! ' ;  iongo 'strike them! ' and ,r . on 
'you slept ' ;iu ' this ' and pL u pL u 'kind of bird '; u6san 
' where ' andU. on 'you cooked it'; u6ko 'cockatoo' and ,u. ok 
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'let him cook it! 'i Uat 'chase it ' andu.at 'you are cooking 
it '; ueke 'ghost ' and lu. e lu. e iap 'it is barking '; Ulgil i� 
'kind of grass ' and u. in 'we cooked it ' .  
A summary of the data pertinent to the interpretation 
follows. The phone [u ] occurs i n  a l l  syllabic vocoid 
positions. The phone [U] occurs word initially and follow­
ing syllabic vocoids. When it occurs word initially it is 
in Group B and when it occurs following a syllabic vocoid it 
is in Group A .  Also pertinent is phone [ � ]  which occurs 
intervocalically. Phone [U] is suspect as a variant of both 
phone [u ]  and phone [� ] . 4 In word initial position phone 
[U] contrasts with phone [u] in identical environments as in 
Uat 'you chase it! ' andu. at 'you are cooking it'. In 
inte·r:vocalic positions it contrasts with phone [ft] in 
identical environments as in houok 'let him spear it! ' and 
hOftok 'only a fly ' .  
The writer suggests that phone [U] of Group B be combined 
with [�] to form phoneme I w/ .  The phone [ U] of Group A may 
be comb ined with [ u] to form phoneme l ui. By thi s in ter­
pretation two phonemes are created from four phones. If we 
were to combine the two [ U] phones to form a phoneme, we 
would create three phonemes because of the contrasts of 
phones [U] with [u] and [�] . These phonemes would be: l ui 
[ u] occurs in all syllabic vocoid positions; Iwl [U] occurs 
word initially and following syllabic vocoids; Ivl [ft]  oc­
curs intervocalically. The writer, therefore, prefers the 
first interpretation. 
The interpretation of phoneme I yl parallels that of 
phoneme Iw/ . The phonetic norm for phoneme I yl is fricative 
and the di stribut ion of its allophones follows: [ i ] occurs 
word initially and intervocalically; [ z] occurs only in 
fluctuation with [ i ] word initially before Iii ; [zi ] occurs 
only in fluctuation with [ i ] word initially before l ei and 
following voiced stops and nasals; [si ] occurs only  in 
fluctuation with [ i ] following voiceless stops . 
3. I N T E R P R E T A T I O N  O F  MUTUA L L Y  EXCLUS I V E S EQUE N C E S  
Applying the results of the above interpretation to the 
original patterns of vocoid clusters in Section 1 produces 
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the follow ing changes: Patterns 1 and 5 no longer contain 
voco i d  clusters; Pattern 3 becomes (cvV) and so may be 
comb ined w ith Pattern 2; Pattern 8 becomes (vv.cv) and so 
al so may be com b ined w ith Pattern '2. Thus the rema in ing 
patterns are: Pattern '2 (VV), Pattern 4 (v. v) or (v.v), 
Pattern 6 (v.VV) or (v. vV), Pattern 7 (vv. v) or (vv.v) and 
Pattern 9 (vv. VV) or (vv. vV). Chart II  is mod i fied to the 
extent that the ii and uu sequences are om itted. 
Under our cons iderat ion now are the voco id sequences o f  
G A ( 1 i u i i i  i e e e ° u roup name y, e ) e ) a ) 0 ) ° ) U ) a ) 0 ) ° ) a ) a ) 
0°) oU) aU) and the vocoid sequences o f  double mora t im ing 
( namely, Le) La) Lo) Lo) Lu) e . a) e . o) e . o) o . a) 0.0) 
u . a) u . e) u . o) u . o ) . It has already been noted in F igure A 
that all those sequences o f  a s ingle mora 's timing glide in one 
o f  four d irect ions: ( f ), (u f ), (u ) or (ub); and those se­
quences o f  double mora tim ing gl ide (b), (db), (d) or (d f). 
3.1. Interpretat ion A is to consider as sem i-consonants the 
f inal voco id o f  sequences o f  single mora t im ing. Patterns 
2 (vv), 6 (v.vv) or (v.vv), 7 ('v v.v) or (vv.v) and 9 (vv.vv) 
or (vv.vv) would be a f fected. Under th is interpretat ion 
[ i ] would be symbol ised as / y/ ,  [ e] as / "1/ ,  [ 0] as / p/ and 
[ U] as /w/ .  5 Examples given for the patterns would be as 
follows: Pattern 2 / opm/ 'var iety o f  pandanus '; / g ayk/ 
'let h im come! '; Pattern 6/ oayn/ 'we are work ing '; Pattern 
7 / howok/ 'let him spear It! '; and Pattern 9 / howay/ 'they 
speared it'. 
Th is interpretat ion cons iders all rema ining voco id se­
quences o f  one mora's t im ing to be composed o f  vowel plus 
sem i-consonant and thus neatly ident i fies the syllable as 
cons ist ing o f  a nucleus o f  one vowel and one t im ing un it. 
Thus it avo i ds the need to ident i fy syllable boundar ies 
b etween vowels since the only rema in ing sequences are o f  
t wo moras ' t im i ng and consequently two syllables. Any 
phonem ically wr itten vowel sequence is automatically recog­
n ised as being two d istinct un its. Th is interpretat ion also 
recogn ises the unstressed qual ity o f  the second member o f  
these voco id clusters and its s im ilar ity to consonants i n  
thl s regard. 
Th is interpretat ion would lead to the introduct ion o f  
four or more phoneme symbols. It would set up a class o f  
sem I-consonants thus form ing three classes o f  phonemes: 
consonants, sem i-consonants and vowels. Secondly, it would 
establ ish consonant-sem i-consonant clusters within the syl­
lable and thus establish a syllable type for wh ich there is 
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no non-suspect pattern. Under this interpretation the fol­
lowing syllable types would be set up: V. VS. VC2. VSC2. 
CIV. CIVS. ClVC2 and C VSC2. In these types V would re­
present any vowel, Cl any consonant, S any semi-consonant 
and C2 any voiceless stop or nasal. 6 Furthermore, a poten­
tial total of 60 different consonant-semi-consonant clusters 
would be introduced adding to the complication of the 
orthography. 
3.2. Interpretation B is to consider vocoid clusters of one 
mora's timing as phonetically-complex unit phonemes. This 
interpretation is pleasing because there would be a paral­
lelism between vowels and consonants, each having simple and 
complex phonemes. 7 Examples given for the patterns would be 
as follows: Pattern '2 l ooml 'variety of pandanus', I g aekl 
'let him come! ' ; Pattern 6/ 0ainl 'we are working'; Pattern 
7 I houok/ 'let him spear it! '; and Pattern 9 I houail 'they 
speared it'. Both the complex vowel and complex consonant 
phonemes could be represented orthographically by writing 
their individual etic members . Thus l ai/ ,  l auI ,  etc. could 
be written as ai , au, etc. with no complications to the 
orthography. 
The vocalic quality of these sequences is still main­
tained and the fact that stress does not occur on the final 
etic member is not violated . All one has to remember is 
that the second member in this group of sequences is non­
syllabic. 
A further attraction would be that the number of syllable 
types set up by Interpretation A would be reduced by half; 
the four non-syllabic vocoids ' (i) e} 0 and U ) would be in­
corporated into the preceding syllabic vocoid as a unit 
phoneme so that the four remaining patterns would be V. VC2. 
Clv and CIVC2. In these syllable types V would represent 
any vowel, Cl and consonant and C2 any voiceless stop or 
nasal. 
This interpretation takes into account the significant 
features of the syllable inasmuch as both complex and simple 
vowel phonemes would consist of one mora's timing, one peak 
and one stress ( on the initial member of a complex phoneme ) . 
Yet its obv ious disadvantage would be the addition of four­
teen vowel phonemes, yielding a total of t wenty vowel 
phonemes. Although it avoids the difficulty of Interpreta­
tion A, it really does not have any advantages other than 
the fact that there are half as many syllable types. By 
8 
th is interpretat ion the description of  the phonemes becomes 
cumbersome . 
3. 3. Interpretat ion C is to cons ider the voco id sequences 
o f  one mora 's t im ing as complex nucle i and thus one syl­
lable. The sequences o f  two moras' timing are considered as 
sequences of  s ingle nuclei and thus two syllables. The syl­
lable is easlly recognised since the d i rection of  the glide 
co incides wlth the occurrence o f  one or two moras ' t im ing 
( see F igure A and the d iscuss ion with it ) . The emic syllable 
i n  Selepet is de f ined as a s i ngle mora o f  t im ing with a 
s imple or complex nucleus o f  one or two vowels comp r is i ng 
one peak, an opt ional consonant onset and an opt ional con­
sonant coda . Flgure B presents a schemat ic d iagram o f  the 
syllable. 
F i gure B 
Onset Nucl eus Coda 
The complex syllable nucleus is d ist ingu ished from a 
sequence o f  two single nuclei by the following factors: 
( a ) Timine: inavmuch as a complex nucleus is one mora and 
a sequence o f  two slmple nucle i is two moras. 
( b ) Occurrence f stress: whereas a complex nucleus can 
mani fest stress only on the fi rst o f  its members, a sequence 
o f  two s imple nucle may man i fest st ress on e ither o f  its 
members as ln the following: (i.a) llaku 'tear it down! ', 
horangiaksait 'they are argu ing '; (i.�) gl�k 'let h im come 
down! " s61i6ngen 'at S�l i '; (i. 0)  klo1Jsap ' i  t fell o f f ', 
lsiowot 'they c ried'; ( e. a ) heak 'breath ', h6reakbe ' I  my­
self will cut it '; (e.o ) s6w�eop 'it healed ' ,  teteowot ' they 
( dual ) appeared '; (o.a) oawot 'the� ( dual ) are do ing it ', 
.ahoaksai 'they are fig t ing', (u.a)uakIJe 'st ing ing nettle ', 
tuhu8ksat 'you are doi.g ct to yoursel f '; (u.o)uowot 'they 
( dual ) cooked it ', t6nguowot 'they ( dual ) helped h im,. 8 
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( c ) Internal membership: the f irst member of a complex 
nucleus is never /i/, its second member never an I al or 10/; 
the first member of a sequence of two simple nuclei is never 
I a/ or 101, the second member is never I u/ or Iii. 
( d ) Direction of the �lide: the members of a complex 
nucleus gl ide ( f ), (u O, (u) or (ub); the members of a se­
quence of two simple nuclei gl ide (dO, (d), (dh ) or (b). 
( e ) Number oj syLLable peaks: the complex nucleus occurs 
with only one syllable peak wh ile the sequence of two s imple 
nucle i man ifests two syllable peaks. 
By th is interpretat ion the following syllable types would 
be set up: V, VV, VC2, VVC2, C1V, C1VV, C1VC2 and C1VVC2 . 
See F igure B for the compo s i  te d i  agram. In recogn i s ing 
syllable d ivis ion, however, one would first have to recog­
n i  se complex nucle i. By illustrat ion, the consonant vowel 
sequence CVVC may represent a single syllable with a complex 
nucleus as in Ikaokl CVVC 'white' or it may represent t wo 
syllables each w ith a s imple nucleus as in I heakl CV. VC 
'breath' . 
An important fac t to remember is that in se quences 0 f 
three or more voco ids the complex syllable nucleus has 
precedence in syllable format ion. Thus i f  the sequence 
I aua! should ever occur, one would know that the lui goes 
w i  th the f irst I al to form a complex syllable nucleus and 
thus the syllable divis ion would be between the l ui and the 
second lal as [au.aJ. 
S ince no more than two voco ids have been observed to 
occur in a complex nucleus, one may never expect to see a 
sequence such as laeil w ith two gl ides in the same d irec­
t ion. Correspondingly, s ince no more than two s imple nuclei 
have been observed to occur consecut i vely, one may never 
expect to see a sequence such as /ieal w i  th two gl ides in 
the same d irection. This correlates w ith the fact that only 
f ive patterns of voco id clusters may occur, namely, Pattern 
'2 (vv), 4 (v.v) or (v.v), 6 (Y.vv) or (v.yv), 7 (yv.v) or 
(vv.v) and 9 (yv.vv) or (vv.Yv). One would therefore expect 
all sequences of three or more vocoids to exh i b it a s ign if­
icant reversal in the gl ide d irect ion in the m iddle of the 
overall gl ide. Th is reversal in d irect ion ident if ies the 
syllable marg ins. 
Examples of the syll able d i  v i  s ion follow: kapai. 0n ' i n  
the v illage'; s0w0e. op ' i t  healed'; d0i. 0k 'let h i m  pull! '; 
gahai. aksap ' i  t peel ed 0 ff'; g0re . ai 'they are sew i ng'; 
ai. aksap 'he himsel f digs'; kepei. ai 'they are hold ing and 
tying' . 
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Interpretation C is the neatest and simplest of the three 
for the followlng reasons: 
(a) It avoids the multiplicity of consonant-semi-conso­
nant clusters within the syllable and the four semi-conso­
nant phonemes necessitated by Interpretation A. Although 
the syllable nucleus is more complex than that proposed by 
Interpretation A,  its margins are simpler and the syllable 
is easily defined in terms of timing and readily recognised 
by the directions of the vocoid glides. 
(b) It avoids setting up the many complex vowel phonemes 
of Interpretation B wh ich only serve to complicate the 
phonemic description. 
(c) It best recognises the basic phonetic differences of 
the two types of vocoid sequences with regard to internal 
membership and direction of glide. 
(d) It is the interpretation that most effectively re­
lates the syllable to the stress group in the phonological 
hierarchy. 
Append;x , 
CO N T R ASTS OF VOCOID SEQUENCES AN D 
COMPON EN T MEMBERS 
The following sets of multiple contrasts prove helpful in 
determining the individual identity and status of the glides 
with single-mora timing: 
( 1 ) (e), ( ei) and (i) 
mesele.an ' I dump it' 
kepei.an ' I tie it' 
tlgi. an ' I peel it' 
(e) , (eU) and ( u ) 
gene ' we ( plural ) will come down' 
geUnaO 'man's name' 
golagune 'we ( plural ) will stir it' 
(3) (a) , ( ail and (U 
kwh ' quickly' 
kaide 'kind of weed' 
:ai 'dig! ' 
.1 'sleep! ' 
(4) (n) , ( ni) and ( i) 
hop , fly' 
h6ip 'bow string' 
,i n 'work' 
1 ' sleep! ' 
( 5) (0 ) , (oi) and (i) 
tatbot 'you stay here! ' 
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tatboit 
tatbit 
kutne 
kuit 
kltim 
glili:om 
ga� 
geksan 
h6dokom 
k6dokdo� 
n6ek 
nek 
t6motIJe 
tc5en 
tetem 
'we (dual) should have stayed ' 
'we (dual) stayed ' 
'my name ' 
'we hi t it ' 
'missing ' 
'trap ' 
'let him come ' 
'I saw you ' 
'along the ground ' 
'with a whole one ' 
'only me ' 
'look at me! ' 
'rooting action of the pig ' 
'in the water ' 
, appearing ' 
( 10 )  (a), (aO) and ( 0 ) 
gan 
gaOn 
kaok 
k6kiap 
'I came ' 
'you came ' 
, white ' 
'it blistered and peeled ' 
(ll) (a), (aU) and (u) 
kat 
kaUt kaUt 
kutIJe 
'put it! ' 
'kind of tree ' 
'his name ' 
'round , circular ' 
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s6h�Pwot 'they tied it' . b6°kiap 'i t broke' 
bokiap 'it died ( of fire ) ' 
( 13) (0) , ( OU) and (u) 
-on ' at' 
:6un 'now' 
k6un 'kind of tree' 
kUrt ' say it! ' 
( 14 ) ( 0 ) , (OU) and (u) 
, 'dog' soso 
sou sou 'blue bird of paradise' 
houIJe hQuIJe ' exchange marriage' 
hUIJbero 'poor' 
( 15) (ae) and (ai) 
9aek 'let him come' 
gahaiwe 'I will peel it' 
( 16) ( aO) and (aU) 
kaok 'white' 
kaUt kaUt 'kind of tree' 
( 17 ) ( oe) and ( oil 
s6woem 'healing' 
g6im 'cutting' 
( 18) (0°) and (OU) 
:6°m 'kind of tree' 
:6un 'now' 
( 19 ) ( oe) and (oe) 
b6roen ' in the bush' 
t'e 0 - 'in the water' 
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( 20) (ae) and ( ae) 
t8ka� ' let him come ' 
pna� ' let it go ' 
(21) (aU) and ( aU) 
kliUt kliUt ' kind of tree ' 
k6un ' kind of bamboo ' 
(022) ( aU) and (oU) 
:6llu ' now ' 
tc)uIJe ' his elder sister ' 
( 23) (aU) and (oU) 
sau ' light it! ' 
sou sou ' blue bird of paradise ' 
(24) (oi) and (oe) 
tatboit ' we (dual) should have stayed ' 
tc)en ' in the water ' 
Append i" II 
GRAM M A T I CAL L I M I T A T I ONS OF VOCO I D  SEQUENCES 
The majority of Selepet vocoid sequences are formed by 
the combination of stems with suffixes. Grammatical limita­
tions, therefore, play an important part in determining 
which sequences have been observed. By quickly surveying 
the syllable types as presented in Figure B and discussed in 
Section 3.3. one can readily see the possible sequences of 
vowels . 
Open syllable types to which 
suffixes may be added: 
Vowel initia l suffixial 
syllable types: 
(C)V 
(C)VV 
V (C) 
VV (C) 
Inasmuch as affixes constitute a closed class of mor­
phemes, one would not expect to discover large numbers of 
suffixes. In Selepet, of the approximately 80 suffixes 
recorded, only 1 6  begin with a vocoid and these are listed 
below: 
-on 
-op 
-owot 
-an 
-at 
-it or 
-in or 
-awot 
_ai 
_ait 
-ain 
-ak or -aha or -agi 
-::m 
-ok 
-en 
2nd person (sing. ) past tense 
3rd person (sing. ) past tense 
2, 3 person (dual) past tense 
1st person (sing. ) present tense 
2nd person (sing. ) present tense 
1st person (dual) present tense 
1st person (plural) present tense 
2, 3 person (dual) present tense 
2, 3 person (plural) present tense 
reflexive pronoun 
'in, at' 
'only ' 
'into ' 
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1 6  
-oken 
-ebo 
'close to ' 
'out of' 
It is important to note that the phoneme lui has not been 
observed to occur initially in suffixes. Consequently the 
sequences of vocoids which occur across morpheme boundaries 
are limi ted. 
NOTES 
1. The Selepet language is spoken by approximately 7000 
people in and near the valley of the Pumune River on the 
northern mountain slopes of the Huon Peninsula, Finschhafen 
Subdistrict, Territory of New Guinea. A. Capell in his A 
Linguistic Survey of the South- western Pa ciFic ( South 
Pacific Technical Paper No. 136, Noumea, New Caledonia, 1962 ) 
has classi fied the language as "non-Melanesian". No further 
classification has yet been devised although it is known to 
be closely related to the neighbouring languages of Timbe 
and Komba and more distantly related to Bulum. Nine months 
were spent in the language area gathering the data upon 
which this paper is based. The dialect represented in this 
analysis is that of the Selepet speakers on the upper Pumune 
River near the Kabwum Patrol Post. The particular village 
of field work was Indum village - population 1'200. A number 
of informants was used of whom two could be called prin­
cipal informants: Puanare, an aid post orderly in his late 
thirties, and Kawinu, a teenage lad. This paper is based on 
more than 3000 dictionary entries and 100 typewri tten pages 
of text material. 
I am indebted to Dr Alan Healey for his suggestions in 
the presentation of this paper. 
2. The segmental phonemes are I pi,  I t/, I k/,  I bl ,  I d/, I g/, 
Iml,  Inl,  I IJI,  I w/,  Iyl ,  l si ,  I h/,  I II and I r/ .  The voice­
less stops are aspirated in initial and intervocalic posi­
tions and unreleased in final position. The voiced stops 
are prenasalised. The phonemes I wl and I hl have variants 
[�] and [ �] respectively occurring intervocalically. Non­
phonemic stress accompanied by high pitch occurs in a 
predictable manner with primary stress occurring on the 
first syllable and secondary stress occurring on the follow­
ing alternate syllables. In three and five syllable words 
the final secondary stress is optional. Grammatical per­
turbation of stress has been observed but does not yield any 
stress patterns which would provide additional information. 
Because the distinction between primary and secondary stress 
is not pertinent to the argument of this paper, the distinc­
tion is not made in the body of the paper. The following 
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stress patterns have been found in word stems of up to four 
syllables in length: 
(a ) Two-syllable words: primary stress ( ') occurs on the 
first syllable. seduk 'crazy'; pato 'big' ;awun 'pul se' . 
(b) Three-syllable words: primary stress occurs on the 
first syllable and secondary stress (-' ) occurs optionally on 
the third syllable. galagat or gala�at 'kind of tree'; 
eme10k or emelak 'before'; �erede� or �erede� 'locust'. 
(c) Four-syllable words: primary stress occurs on the 
first syllable and secondary stress occurs on the third 
syllable. bubul'eli ' butterfly'; meweraki 'unfold it! '; 
kulewo�bo� 'thunder cloud'. 
3. Selepet does not manifest phonemic vowel length and when 
two like vowels come into conjunction they reduce. Phonemes 
I a/ and I al appear to function in this manner also, e. g. yu­
'this' plus -an 'at' yields yuan 'here'. However, ya- 'that' 
plus -an 'at' yields yan 'there'. Examples such as this 
could be multiplied. The sequences ii and uu in Chart II do 
not contradict this. Their interpretation will be presented 
in the course of this paper. 
4. Pike, Kenneth L. 
Languages to Wri ting. 
Arbor, 1947, p. 70. 
Phonemics: A Technique for Reducing 
University of Michigan Press, Ann 
5. To avoid confusion, this interpreta�ion would necessi­
tate writing as I z/ and Ivl the phones [1] and [U] analysed 
under Section 2. 
6. The syllable is more completely described under Inter­
pretation C, Section 3. 3. 
7. The complex unit consonant phonemes are Ib/, Idl and 
I g/. They are prenasalised voiced stops which are inter­
preted as complex unit phonemes because there are no non­
suspect consonant clusters occurring word initially. 
8. Grammatical patterns, morphological limi tations and 
perturbation of stress account for the lack in this data of 
stress occurring on the second member of sequences (i.e), 
(Lu), (e.a), (o.a), (u.e) and (u.a). 
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A TENTATIVE STATEMENT OF THE PHONEMES 
OF YAGARIA 
1 .  IN T RO DUC T IO N  
G.1. RENCK 
According to the 1 9 6 6  census figures, the Yagaria 
1 anguage is spoken by 17, 38'2 people in the area east and 
north of Mt Michael in the Eastern Highlands of New Guinea. 
They comprise all the population in the "Yagaria Census 
Di vi sion ", and some of the population in the "Labogai Census 
Division ", Lufa Subdistrict, E.H. D.1 
The name "Yagari a "  is generally unknown amongst the 
people themselves; it originates from the people living 
in the areas adjoining to the north, who call that area 
the ''Yagaria'' area, and consequently speak of the "Yagaria 
people ", and ''Yagaria language ". 
Since Yagaria consists of a number of different dialects, 
the speakers of Yagaria seldom refer to their language as a 
unit and, in fact, they have no name for the language as a 
whole. They usually refer to individual dialects, speaking 
of "the language of the people of X." (X. would then be the 
name of a village, a tribe, or a smaller area comprising 
several villages). 
The name "Yagaria " for scientific classification was 
introduced by Dr S. A. Wurm, after his 1958-9 field survey of 
the Australian New Guinea Hlghlands languages. Yagaria, 
according to Wurm's classification2, belongs with its 
related languages Kamano, Keigana, Kanite, and Yate, to the 
Kamano-Yagaria-Keigana Subfamily of the Gende-Siane-Gahuku­
Kamano-Fore Family, or East-Central Family3, of the East New 
Guinea Highlands Stock. 
This paper is the result of study carried out over a 
period of about four years, during the course of the 
author's missionary duties at the Lutheran Mission station 
Rongo. 
The author has stuck exclusively to the dialect spoken by 
the people of Movei (Kiseveloka) , which is known as the 
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" Kiseveloka language " ( [  ' kis svs gloka ' ksJ ) ,  or "Filigano 
l anguage " ( [n· gligano ' ksJ ) ,  since the area which comprises 
the eastern third of the Yagaria Census Division is known 
as the "Filigano "  area amongst the people. 
Over the four years, quite a number of informants from 
Kiseveloka were used. The most valuable information was ob­
tained from Ulo, a young man between '25-30 years of age, who 
is working as an evangelist at the Lutheran Mission station 
Rongo. 
2 .  I N T E R P R E T A T I O N 
2.1. Syl l ab l e Patter n s  
Th"e non-suspect syllable (eV) patterns are: 
ev [ ' bakisavsJ I snake' 
V (only word initially ) 
[, afspaJ 'grass' 
There is also a eve syllable, in which the second conso­
nant is the glottal stop: 
[boso'ko?J 'only one' 
ve syllables in which the closing consonant is a glottal 
stop, occur: 
[ ' a?yuvaJ 'women' 
ee clusters occur where eve or ve precede ev or eve: 
[ ' dots?naJ 'food' 
['a?yuvaJ 'women' 
Since the closing consonant in eve and ve is always the 
glottal stop, the first e of a ee cluster is always the 
glottal stop. 
2.2. I n te rp r etatio n o f  Co n sonants 
2.21. Su sp ect Con sonan t s  
[yJ,  which sometimes fluctuates to [dzJ or [dzJ (depend­
ing on the speaker ) , is interpreted as a consonant, and 
[v J , which sometimes fluctuates to [:eJ and even [wJ , 
is also interpreted as a consonant since both variations 
occur as consonants in the ev pattern: 
[yJ � c = [yJ [vJ = c = [vJ 
[, yonaJ 
[ 'vsJ 
'house' 
'm;;m, male ' 
[ 'hoya] 
[, avo] 
[ya ' vanaJ 
'garden, work' 
, father' 
'stone' 
2.22. Consonant Sequences 
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The consonant sequence [ gl] is interpreted as a complex 
sound, since the only non-suspect consonant sequence is 
[ ?C],  and since [ gl] occurs always as belonging to one syl­
lable only, and since [1] never occurs in isolation. 
[ gl] = C = (91] 
[ .  gluna] • axe' 
[ fu·91unaJ 'peace' 
NO TE: As [ dz] and [ dz] are only fluctuations of [y] , depend­
ing on the individual speakers, they are complex 
sounds. 
[ d zJ = c = [ . �] [ d z] = c = [ J J 
2.23. Pre-giottaiised Consonants 
Pre-glottalisation may occur word 
sonants except the voiceless stops4, 
medially with all con­
[ g) , [<0] , [m] , [. sJ , and 
[ fJ .  
Are the preglottalised consonants CC sequences or complex 
consonants? 
In all cases, they could be interpreted as [ ? ]  closing 
the preceding syllable, and [ C )  opening the following 
syllable. 
On the other hand, two of those consonants, [b ]  and [ d) , 
may occur word medially only when preglottalised, whereas 
the rest may also occur word medially without pre-glottausa-
tion. 
[ ' de?dae] 'they ate' 
[ . a?ba?] 'woman (subj.) ' 
But: [ ' dote?naJ • food' 
[ha ' nina] 'night, darkness' 
[ ' yu?yunaJ 'species of wild fruit tree' 
[ ' hoya] 'garden, work' 
[no? gla ' mieJ 'he is giving to us' 
[ ' hag1ote?na] 'light' 
[ne? ' vae] 'they are going' 
[ ' eve] 'sugar cane' 
[no?ha . vueJ ' I  am hearing' 
[dahap ei? ' di eJ 'he told me' 
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Therefore, since the occurrence of [ ?bJ  and [ ? dJ is in 
complementary distribution with the occurrence of their non­
preglottalised counterparts, whereas that is not the case 
with the other preglottalised consonants, the best solution 
would be to interpret those two as complex phonetic units, 
and the others as CC sequences, belonging to different 
syllables. 
[?b J C '" [ ?b J 
[ ?dJ C = [ ?dJ 
[ ?vJ c c  = [ ?vJ 
[ ?nJ CC = [ ?nJ 
[ ? 91J = cc = [ ? 91 J  
[ ?yJ c c  [ ?yJ 
[ ?h] = cc = [ ? hJ 
2.24. Wo rk Chart: Co n so n an t s  
P 
b 
¥ 
e 
m 
po 
f 
v 
t 
d 
s 
n 
t· 
2.3. I n terp retatio n o f  Vo wel s 
2.31. Su sp ect Vo wel s 
k k ·  ? 
9 
h 
91 
' � J 
y 
[ i J and [uJ both are interpreted as vowels, since they 
occur as vowels in the CV pattern ( in the nucleus of syl­
lables ) . 
[ i J  = V = [ i J  
[uJ = V '" [uJ 
[ • ani taJ 'hi s hand' 
['kipanaJ 'door ( opening ) ' 
[bu • ki ? aJ 'all' 
['fikuJ 'mixed up, out of order' 
2 3  
2. 32. Vo wel Sequen ces 
The following VV sequences occur: 
r-------I 
I [ ei] [ ai] I [uiJ 
[ie] 
L ___ -, Cae] I [oe] [ ue] I I 
[la] [ea] I I [oa] [ua] 
I I Cio] [ eo]  I [ ao]  L ___ • [uo]  
[iu] I [ au] 
__ �u� J L 
Some of those sequences, [d] , [ ae] , [ ai ] , [ ao] , [ au] , 
and [ou] , behave differently from the rest: 
( a ) Stress always occurs on them as on a unit. ( With the 
others, only one of the vowels of the sequence takes the 
stress. ) 
Compare: [ ' hei . na] 'after he went up . . .  ' 
[ ' dou . 91e . ga] 'my eye' 
with: [ a .  ' ge . o] 'look! ( pl. ) ' 
[ ' yu . a . pa] 'wooden plate, bowl' 
( b ) A third vowel may follow, which is never the case 
with the other sequences. 
[ ' bd . o] 'sit! ' 
[pa . ' sae . a] 'they' 
[no . ' ?bou . e] 'I am sitting' 
That is, [d] , [ae] , [ aiJ , [ ao]  , [ au] , and [ou] belong to 
one and the same syllable, whereas the other VV sequences 
belong to two different syllables. 
Supporting this hypothesis is the fact that those other 
sequences always have some kind of a consonant ( transition 
consonant ) between them, which is sometimes more, sometimes 
less audible, sometimes almost inaudible, depending on the 
speaker. 
Those transition consonants are: 
[v] (or rather [�] ) ,  if the preceding vowel is a rounded 
vowel; 
[y] ,  if the preceding vowel is a non-rounded vowel. 
That means, by phonetic definition, those vowel sequences 
would be: 
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[uiJ [ubi] 
[ i 8] [ iY8] [08] [ob8] [U8] [U&8] 
Ci a] [ iya] [ 8a] [ 8ya] [oa] [ oba] [ua] Cuba] 
[ io] [ iyo] [ 80] [ 8YO] [ uo] [ubo] 
[ iu] [ iyu] 
Since those transition consonants are predictable, and, 
according to the syllable pattern which the language appar­
ently demands, have to be there, even if at times they are 
completely inaudible, they are phonemic ally irrelevant, and 
will be left out of this paper. 
One more observation proves valuable for the interpreta­
tion: 
In the sequences with transition consonants, the preced­
ing vowel is in point of articulation always higher 
than the following one, or of the same height as the 
following one. 
In the sequences without transition consonants, which 
sequences also constitute a stress unit, the preceding 
vowel is in point of articulation always lower than the 
following one. 
This gives us the following interpretation: 
Vowel sequences high-high, high-mid, high-low, mid-mid, 
mid-low are VV sequences. 
[ i8] =VV= [ i8] 
Cia] =VV= Cia] 
[ io]  =VV= rio] 
[ iu] =VV= [ iu] 
[oa] =vv= [oa] 
[no ' si8] 'he is speaking' 
[ ' sia?] 'hut ' 
[a ' mio] 'give him! ' 
[ , kiuva] 'species of tree' 
[ ' k8a aO ' ?di8] 'he called' 
[ t 8 , 9180] 'throw away! ( pl. ) ' 
[no? ' 0 8] ' I  am coming' 
[ hoa ' si 8] , it is bad' 
Cui ] =vv= Cui ] 
[U8] =vv= [U8] 
[ua] =vV= [ua] 
[ uo] = v v '" [uo ] 
[ ' kuimana] 'species of snake (small, black ) ' 
[u ' 9u8] 'I shall go' 
[ ,  yuapa] 'wooden plate, bowl' 
[hu' oj 'speak!' 
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Vowel sequences low-mid, low-high, mid-high are glides. 
[ ei] = V = [ ei] [ ai] V [ ai] 
[ ae] V 
[ ao]  V 
[au] V 
[ • ei gava] , new' 
[ ' aipa] 'beginning, 
[·a8pa] 'beginning, 
[ .  ae] 'mountain' 
[ ' kaOko] 'service' 
[ ' kaUko] 'service' 
[ ae] 
[aD] 
[aU] 
cause, 
cause, 
[au] 
essence' 
essence' 
[no ' ?boUne] 'we are sitting, living' 
V [aU] 
If another vowel follows after a glide, then a VV se­
quence occurs, as if the vowel just followed after the 
second member of the glide. 
[ a.�a8a] 'he, she' 
[ ' heio] 'go up! ascend!' 
The difference between glides and vowel sequences may be 
seen in the following diagram: 
Fron t Vo wei s Centra l Vowels Back Vowel s 
High V. 
Mid V. 
Low V. 
Vowel sequences (VV): ) 
Glides (V).: ) 
NOPE: Broken lines are fluctuations of heavy lines. Conso­
nants in ( ) brackets indicate the transition conso­
nants of the VV sequences. 
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It will be noted from the above ( p.'25 ) matrix that glides 
always rise from a lower to a higher point of articulation, 
whereas vowel sequences either alternate on the horizontal 
plane, or else fall from a higher to a lower point of 
articulation. 
2.33. P ro b l ems o f  Vo wel I n terp retat i o n  
2.33.1. L en gth ened Vo wel s 
One problem is posed by the occurrence of lengthened 
vowels [i . ]  and [8i.] in certain instances ( plural number, 
imperative ) . 
There are t wo possible interpretations of those oc-
currences: 
(a ) [i . ]  '" V = [ i·] 
Then the lengthened vowel could be explained as being 
caused by stress and tone ( see 3.3. Suprasegmental 
Items ) . 
( b ) [ i·] = vv = [ i i ]  
Then it would be a vowel sequence with transition 
consonant [y] in between. 
In view of the practical orthography, the second inter-
pretation is preferable. 
[ha ' vio] 'li sten ( sg. ) ! '  
[ha ' viio] 'li sten (pl. ) ! '  
[ ' b8iO] 'sit ( sg. ) ! '  
[ ' b8i io] 'sit ( pl. ) ! '  
2.33. 2. Sh o rt Vowels 
The occurrence of short vowels poses another problem. 
One could assume a neutral s·wa sound [8] which by vowel 
harmony always takes on the articulation of the nearest 
full-length vowel. But while vowel harmony does occur, it 
is not always predictable. Therefore, the best solution to 
the problem is to lnterpret the short vowels as normal 
vowel s which are influenced by stress and tone ( see below, 
3. 3. Supersegmental Items ) . 
2.34. 
3. 
3. 1. 
/ p/ 
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Work Cb art: Vowels 
.i u 
ei OU 
e 0 
ai aU 
as aO 
a 
D ES C R IP T IO N OF P H O N E M ES 
Consonan ts 
Voiceless bilabial unaspirated stop with submembers 
[p J , [p . J ,  and [?pJ. 
[pJ Voiceless bilabial unaspirated stop occurring 
word initially, and word medially intervocally. 
Voiceless bilabial unaspirated lengthened stop 
fluctuating with [pJ in word medial position. 
[ ?pJ Voiceless bilabial unaspirated preglottalised 
stop fluctuating with [pJ in word medial position. 
( Regarding the occurrence of [p.J and [ ?pJ , cf. Note 4. ) 
Since [pJ , [p . J ,  and [?pJ occur in fluctuation with no 
contrast, they are submembers of one phoneme. 
[ .  penaJ / .  penal 'special kind of arrow' 
[ ' i gopaJ / ' i gopa/ 'ground' 
[ 'pe  no ' si eJ / ' pe  no·si e/ 'he is bowing down' 
[·nipi? J  / ·nipi?/ 'in the water' 
[ ' kepi/ ' ke?pi/ ' ke? eJ.pi/ 'kep· .iJ  / .  gepi/ 'their language' 
[nopa·mue/ no?pa·mue/ no?aJ.pa·mue/ nop' a ' mue) /nopa·mue/ 'I 
am giving them' 
/ b/ Voiced bilabial stop with submembers [bJ and [ ?bJ .  
[b) Voiced bilabial stop occurring word initially. 
[ ?bJ  Voiced bilabial preglottalised stop occurring word 
medially between vowels. 
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Since [bJ occurs only word initially and [ ?bJ never oc­
curs word initially, their distribution is mutually ex­
clusive and they are therefore submembers of one 
phoneme. 
[ ' baJ / ' ba/ 'sweet potato' 
[ ' baki savsJ / ' bakisavs/ ' snake' 
[ ' baglomsJ / ' bagloms/ ' a  kind of love charm' 
[ no?bo · 9losJ / nobo · 9los/ 'I am putting ' 
[ ' a?ba?dsJ / · abads/ ' girl' 
[ ' ka?b s?J / ' gab s?/ 'deserted , uninhabited' 
Since [pJ and [bJ contrast in identical and analogous 
environments, they are separate phonemes . .  
[ ' psnaJ / · psna/ 'special k ind of arrow' 
[ ' bsnaJ / ' bsna/ 'debt' 
[ .  pagsJ / .  pags/ ' word, news, talk from or about them' 
[ 'b ags?J / · pags?/ 'sweet potato vines for planting' 
/ t/ Voiceless alveolar unaspirated s top with submembers 
[ tJ , [ t . J ,  and [ ?  tJ . 
[ tJ Voiceless alveolar unaspirated stop occurring word 
initially, and word medially between vowels. 
[ t . J Voiceless alveolar unaspirated lengthened stop 
fluctuating with [ tJ in word medial position . 
[ ?tJ Voiceless alveolar unaspirated preglottalised stop 
fluctuating with [tJ  in word medial position. 
( Regarding the occurrence of [ t . J  and [ ?tJ , cf. Note 4.) 
Since [ tJ , [ t . ] ,  and [ ?tJ  occur in fluctuat lOn with no 
contrast, they are submembers of one phoneme. 
[ ta l( ;,asaJ / ta . g asa/ 'they ( dl. ) ' 
[ to · gloJ / to · 9lo/ 'throw away' 
[ · ta?uJ / · ta?u/ 'uterus' (animals only ) 
[ ts · ts no · si sJ / t s · ts no ' sis/ 'he is shivering, afraid' 
[ noto ' 910s/ no?to '  910s/ no?oJ.. to ' 9l0s/ not · o '  910sJ 
/ noto · 9los/ 'I am throwing away' 
[ ' igati/ ' iga? ti/ ' iga?aJ.. ti/ ' i gat . iJ  / ' igati/ 'he went, 
and they (dl. ) . . .  ' 
/ d/ Voiced alveolar stop with submembers [dJ and [ ?dJ .  
[ d] Voiced alveolar stop occurring word in it ially. 
[ ?d] Voiced alveolar preglottalised stop occurring 
word med ially between vowels . 
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S ince [d ]  occurs only word initially and [ ?d] never oc­
curs word in it ially, the ir distribut ion is mutually ex­
clus ive and they are therefore submembers of one 
phoneme. 
[ ' d8kana] l ' d8kanal 'needle' 
[ ' do] I · dol 'eat! ' 
[ ' ba?d8] I · bade! 'boy' 
[ hu ' ?di8] I hu ' di81 'he said' 
S ince [t]  and [ d] contrast in ident ical env ironments, 
they are separate phonemes. 
[ ta' �a8a] I ta · ga8a/ 'they' ( dl. ) 
[da ' �a8a] Ida · ga8a! ' I' 
[ 8 · g1 ina to ' ?di 8] 1 8 · g1 ina to ' di 81 'she bore ( ch ild ) ' 
[ 8 · g1 ina do ' ?di 8] 1 8 · g1 ina do ' di81 'she ( he ) took and 
ate' 
Some prel im inary remarks should be made about I kl and 
I g/ .  
[k] occurs word in itially and word med ially, whereas [ g] 
and [ �] only occur word med ially in mutually exclus i ve 
d istr ibut ion. 
[ ' k8] I '  9 81 'word, language, speech' 
[ka ' na?aJ I ga · na?a/ 't ime' 
[ ' sokona] I · sokona/ 'good' 
[ ' 8g8] 1 ' 8ge! 'banana' 
[bo ' �o] Ibo ' gol 'one' 
In fast speech, however, word i n i t ial [k ]  utterance 
med ially between vowels changes to [ g ]  or [ �] ( depend ing on 
the vowel env ironment, see below ) . 
[ ' hoya ka· na?a] ' > [ ' hoya �a' na? a] I ' hoya ga ' na a/ ' t ime 
of wo rk' 
[ ' hoya ' k8] '> [ ' hoya ' g8] I ' hoya ' ge! 'talk about work, 
working instructions' 
[kami ' ?di8J I gami ' di 81 'he gave you' 
[ .  8V8 kami ' ?did >  [ . 8V8 gami ' ?di8J I ·  8V8 gami ' di81 'he 
gave you sugar cane' 
[ 8 · gl ina kami ' ?di 8J [ 8 · gl ina �ami · ?di 8] 1 8 · gl ina 
gami ' di 81 'he took, and gave you' 
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There is no contrast between [k J  and [ g J  or [ � J word 
init ially, but there is medially. 
[ a ' g 8taJ / a ' g8tal 'his ear' 
[a ' k8taJ / a ' kstal 'his back' 
Furthermore 5, [ g J in word medial p osition sometimes 
changes to [kJ , which indicates that those sounds are more 
closely related to each other than their bilabial and al­
veolar counterparts are to each other. 
[ ,  i gopaJ / ' i gopa/ 'ground' 
[ha ' nina/ ha ' ni ?J  / ha ' nina/ ha ' ni?/ 'night, darkness' 
[-g8vaJ /-g8Va( 'big , large, great' ( suff . ) 
[ i go ' pag8vaJ / i go ' pag8va/ 'large ground' 
[ha ' nik8vaJ / ha ' nik8va/ 'great darkness' 
In view of all that, there are two possible analyses: 
( a ) /k/ [kJ mi tial and medial 
/ g/ [ gJ medial 
[ �J medial 
( b ) / k/ [kJ medial 
/ g/ [kJ  im tial 
[ gJ medial 
[ �J medial 
For this paper , the second analysis has been chosen, 
since the change of word initial [kJ to [ g J or [ �J in ut­
terance medial position speaks for combining word initial 
[kJ with the / g/ phoneme. 
/ k/ Voiceless velar unaspirated stop wi th submembers [kJ 
and [k . J .  
[kJ Voiceless velar unaspirated stop occurring word 
medially between vowels. 
[k . J  Voiceless velar unaspirated lengthened stop oc-
curring in fluctuation with [kJ . 
( Regarding the occurrence of [k . J ,  cf . Note 4. ) 
Since [kJ and [k · J  occur in fluctuation with no con­
trast, they are submembers of one phoneme. 
[ ' sokona/ ' sokoJ / ' sokona/ ' soko/ 'good, well' 
[ka ' naglukaJ / ga ' na91uka/ 'your wife ' 
[ noka ' mu8/ nok . a ' mu8J / noka ' mu8/ ' I  am giving to you' 
/ g/ Vel ar consonant wi th submembers [k] , [ S] ,  and [ g] . 
[k] Voiceless velar unaspirated stop occurring word 
in i t ially. 
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[S]  Voiced velar fricative occurring word medially 
wlth either [ a] or [0] preceding, and at the same 
time either of those two vowels following, and 
occurring in fluctuation wi th word initial [k] 
utterance medially in the same vowel environment. 
[ g ]  Voiced velar stop occurring word med ially inter­
vocal ically in other vowel environments, and oc­
curring in fluctuation with word initial [k] ut­
terance medially in such vowel environments. 
[k] , [ S] , and [ g ]  in isolation occur in the following 
mutually exclusive distribution: [k] only word ini­
tially, [ 2] only word med ially preceded and followed by 
either [ a] or [0] ,  and [ g] never occurs in any of those 
environments, and utterance medially [ S] and [ g] occur 
in fluctuation with word initial [kJ with no contrast. 
Thus [k] , [ g] and [ S] are submembers of one phoneme. 
[ ' ke:] / . g e:/ 'word, language, speech' 
[ ' ka?be:?]  / ' g abe:?/ 'deserted, uninhabited' 
[kat  gla] / g a '  gla/ 'dog' 
[ka' yagle:] / ga · yagle:/ 'pig' 
[ ' kaglipe:] / .  gagl ipe:/ 'peanut' (introduced word ) 
[ka ' ve:?da] / ga · ve:da/ 'rope' 
[ya ' sa] /ya · ga/ 'animal' 
[bo ' So] /bo ' go/ 'one' 
[ aso ' ?di e:] / ago ' di e:/ 'he saw' 
[ ' hosa] / ' hoga/ 'left hand, left side' 
[ ' age:] / · age:/ 'news, report' 
[ · e:ga] / . e:ga/ 'yesterday, tomorrow' 
[ka ' ge:mi ] / ga · g e:mi/ 'goods, cargo' 
[be:9l e: ' ge:?]  /be:9l e: ' ge:?/ 'qu ick, fast' 
[ . e:g e:] / . e:ge:/ 'banana' 
[kagli ' ?die:] / gagli ' die:/ 'he planted' 
[ �ba  kagli ' ?di e:] '> [ ' ba  sagli ' ?di e:] / ' ba gagl i ' di e:/ 'he 
planted sweet potatoes' 
[ • e:ve: kagl i ' ?die:] ' > [ .  e:ve: gagl i '  ?die:] / .  e:ve: gagl i ' die:/ 
'he planted sugar cane' 
S ince word medial [k] contrasts in identical and sim­
ilar environments with [ g] and in similar environments 
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w ith [ �] , they belong to different phonemes. 
[ a '  g8ta] / a '  g8ta/ 'his ear ' 
[ a ' k8ta] / a ' k8ta/ 'his back' 
[hu t  g i8] / hu·  g i d ' he w ill speak' 
[bu ' ki?a] /bu ' ki?a/ ' all ' 
[bo ' �o] /bo · go/ ' one' 
[bo�o ' ko?] /bogo ' ko?/ 'only one, j ust one' 
NO TE: [ �] tends to become [ g] when [ 91]  precedes: 
[ 91a · ga8a] instead o f  [ gla ' �a8a] / gla ' ga8a/ 'we' (pl. ) 
[no? 91aga ' v8i 8] instead o f  [no? gla�a ' v8i 8] 
/ no? glaga ' v8i 8/ ' he is lead ing us ' 
/ ?! j i] Vo iceless glottal stop occurr ing word med ially 
(intervocalically, and as first consonant of a CC 
sequence) , and word finally. 
S ince [ ? ]  contrasts in identical environments with 
its own absence, it is a phoneme. 
[ · yopi] / ' yopi/ 'their house' 
[ ' yopi? ]  / ' yop i?/ ' in the house' 
[ da ' mio] / da · mio/ 'give (sg. ) me! ' 
[ da · mi ?o] / da · mi ?o/ 'give (dl. ) me! ' 
[ no? ' o 8] / no? ' o8/ ' I  am com ing ' 
[no? ' o?8] / no? ' o?8/ ' we (dl. ) are com ing' 
[ · yo]  / · yo/ 'valuables ' (boar ' s  tusks etc . )  
[ · yona/ yo?] / · yona/yo?/ ' house ' 
[ha ' nina] /ha · nina/ 'night, darkness ' 
[ha · ni?na] /ha · ni?na/ 'th ings belonging to the dark­
ness, things o f  the darkness' 
[ ' hou hu ' ?di 8] / ' hou hu ' di 8/ ' it became dry ' 
[ ' hoU? hu ' ?di 8] / · hoU? hu ' di 8/ 'he was sad' 
/ f/ Vo iceless fricative consonant wi  th submembers [ f] and 
[fJ . 
[ f] Voiceless labiodental fricative occurring word 
in it ially and medially between vowels. 
Voiceless bilabial fricative occurring in free 
fluctuation wi th [f] . 
S ince [ f] and [f] occur in free fluctuat ion with no con­
trast, they are submembers o f  one phoneme. 
[ ' f8Va/ ' j8:&a/ ' p8va] / ' f8Va/ 'pitpit' [ ' fd ' f8 / ' f8/ 'not working, lazy' 
[ ' afe:pa/ ' /l¥e:pa] I '  afe:pa/ 'grass' 
� ' ·se:fol ' se:!,oJ I ' ·se:fol 'betelnut' 
[nofi , 91 ie:/ no!,i ' gl i e:] Inofi , 91 i e:1 'he is dying' 
Since [p] and [ f] contrast in identical environments, 
they are separate phonemes. 
[ ' pe:ipa] I '  pe:ipal 'thei r bowel s' 
[ ,  fe:ipa] I '  fe:ipa/ 'bad' 
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I vl Voiced fricative consonant with submembers [v]  and [�] . 
[ v] Voiced labiodental fricative occurring word ini­
tially and medially. 
[�] Voiced bilabial fricative occurring in free fluc-
tuation with [ v] . 
Since [v] and [�] occur in free fluctuation with no 
contrast, they are submembers of one phoneme. 
[ ' vato?1 ' �ato?] l ' vato?1 'separated, by itself' 
[va' yave:na/�a ' ya�e:na] Iva ' yave:na! 'special kind of 
arrow' 
[ ' ve:/ ' �e:] l ' ve:1 'man, male' 
[ve: ' se:/�e: ' se:] I v e: ' se:1 ' careful' 
[ , yaval ' ya�a] I '  yava! 'tree' 
[ha' vana?a/ ha ' �ana?a] I ha ' vana?a/ 'small' 
[ka ' he:i ? a? ' ve:io/ka' he:i ? a? ' �e:io ]  I ga ' he:i ? a? ' ve:iol 
'don't be angry! ' 
Since [b)  and [ v] contrast in identical environments, 
they are separate phonemes. 
[be:i ' ?die:] Ibe:i ' di e:1 'he lives, lived' 
[ve:i ' ?di e:] I ve:i ' di e:1 'it ( tree ) d led off' 
Since [f] and [ v] contrast in identical environments, 
they are separate phonemes. 
[ ' fe:] I '  fe:/ 'not working, lazy' 
[ ' ve:] I ' ve:/ 'man, male' 
[fe:i ' ?di e:] I fe:i ' di e:1 'he planted ( seeds ) ' 
[ve:i , ?die:] I ve:i ' di e:1 'it ( tree ) died off' 
I bI [h) Voiceless glottal fricative occurring word in rtially 
and medi ally. 
[ ' ha] I '  hal 'mushroom' 
[ha' sana] Iha' gana! 'tasty, pleasant' 
[ ha ' ge:J I ha ' ge:1 'ash-salt' 
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[ a?ha ' n8] / a?ha · n8/ 'it is not at hand' 
[ ta ' hap8io] / ta ' hap8io/ 'tell them ( dl . ) ! '  
[no?ha ' vu8] / no?ha' vud 'I am hearing' 
[ • h8m8ti] / .  h8m8ti/ 'now, today' 
Since [ ? ]  and [ h] contrast in similar environments, 
they are separate phonemes. 
[ a? '  an8] / a? ' an8/ 'you are not coming' 
[ a?ha ' n8] / a?ha · n8/ 'it is not at hand' 
/ S/ [s]  Voiceless alveolar grooved fricative occurring word 
initially and med ially between vowels. 
[ sa ' mo] / sa ' mo/ ' cooking pot' 
[ ' s8fo] / ' s8fo/ ' betelnut' 
[ .  d8sava] / .  d8 sava/ 'species of shrub' ( Pidgin: 
tanget)  
[ ' s8i?da] / ' s8ida/ 'bracelet' 
[ no ' su8] / no ' su8/ 'I am saying' 
[ d8 ' SU8] / d8 ' SU8/ 'I want to eat, shall eat' 
Since [h]  and [ s] contrast in identical environ­
ments, they are separate phonemes. 
[ .  h8iO] / .  h8iO/ 'ascend!' 
[ ' S8iO] / ' S8iO/ ' hang it up! ' 
/ m! [m] Voiced bilab ial nasal occurring word initially, and 
medially between vowels . 
[ • ma] / . mal 'th is ' 
[ ' maglo?]  / ' maglo?/ 'here' 
[ ' m8?a] / · m8?a/ 'meat' 
[ ' mu?a] / · mu?a/ 'egg' 
[mu '  pa?a] /mu ' pa? a/ 'roof' 
[na' ma] / na · ma/ 'bird , sacred flute' 
[ da ' mota nO? ' 8i8] / da · mota nO? ' 8i 8/ ' I  am afraid' 
[pami ' ?di8] /pami ' di8/ 'he gave them' 
Since [b] and [m] contrast in identical environ­
ments, they are different phonemes . 
[ ' ba] / ' ba/ 'sweet potato ' 
[ ' ma] / ' ma! 'this' 
/ n/ [n] Voiced alveolar nasal occurring word initial ly and 
medially . 
[ ' na91 i sanaJ l ' na91 isanal 'sorcery' 
[ ' ninaJ I ' nina/ 'water' 
[ ,  noU?aJ I ' noU?a/ 'her husb and' 
[no ' sieJ Ino ' si8/ 'he is speaking' 
[ ' dote?na] I '  dote9na/ 'food' 
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1 9 11 [ 9 1 ]  Voiced heterorganic affrica te, consisting of 
velar stop followed by alveolar lateral, occurring 
word initially and medially. 
I yl 
NO TE: Vowels following [ 91 ] , are pronounced with 
tongue still in position for alveolar lateral 
[ l J . 
[ ,  91unaJ I '  91  una! 'axe' 
[ , 91usa] 1 ' 91usal 'blessing' 
[ , 91unika] 1 , 91unika/ 'curse' 
[ , 91u91osa] 1 , 91u910 9a/ 'anywhere, somewhere else' 
[ 91o , 9lE:] 1 91o , 9l E:I 'two' 
[ ' ha91ote?na] l ' ha91ote?na/ 'light' 
[no ? 9 1 a ' mie] I no? 91 a ' miel 'he is giving us' 
[ha, 91 i ] I ha , 91 il 'fire' 
Since [ s] and [ 9 ] contrast with [ 91 ]  in identical en­
vironments, they belong to separate phonemes. 
[bo ' SO] Ibo ' 901 'one' 
[bo , 91oJ I bo , 9101 'put it ( down ) ! '  
[ ha '  9d I ha '  9 8/ 'ash-sal t' 
[ha, 91 eJ Iha , 91el 'he ( bird ) is flying up' 
Voiced alveolar-alveopalatal consonant with submembers 
[yJ , (' �J , and [j L . 
[y] Voiced alveopalatal continuant occurring word ini­
tially and medially. 
[' �J Voiced alveolar homorganic affricate, occurring in 
free fluctuation with [yJ . 
[ j ]  Voiced heterorganic affricate, consisting of al­
veolar stop followed by alveopalatal grooved 
fricative, occurring in free fluctuation with [y] .  
Since [y] , [.�J , and [ j ]  occur in free fluctuation with 
no contrast, they are submembers of one phoneme. 
[ya ' vanal�a ' vana/ j a' vanaJ I ya' vana/ 'stone' 
[ye ' gel�e ' 9d j e ' geJ lye ' 98/ 'sun, day' 
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[ ' hoya/ ' ho�a/ ' hoJ a] I ' hoya/ 'garden, work' 
[ ,  yu?yuna/ " �u?' �una/ ' J U? J una] I ,  yu?yunal 'species of 
wild frui t tree' 
[ ' ha?ye hu ' ?die/ ' ha?'�e hu ' ?di e/ ' ha?J e hu '  ?di e] I ,  ha? ye 
hu ' diel 'he was greedy for s . th . '  
3. 2. Vowel s 
I ii [ i ] Voiced high close unrounded front vocoid occurring 
word initially, medially, and finally. 
[ ' itene] I ' itenel 'old woman' 
[ ' kina] I ' gina/ ' path, road' 
[ ha, gl i ] Iha, gl il ' fire' 
[ ' kumati ] I ' gumatil 'our village' 
l ei [ e] Voiced mid open unrounded front vocoid occurring 
word initially, medially, and finally. 
[ .  ega] I '  ega/ ' yesterday, tomorrow' 
[ ' hena�a] I ' henaga/ 'later' 
[ • eve] I , eve/ 'sugar cane' 
[ ' feni] I ' fenil 'eel' 
Since [ i ]  and [ e] contrast in ident ical environ­
ments, they are separate phonemes. 
[ ' i?dae] I ' idael 'they went' 
[ ' e?dae] I ' edael 'they came' 
[ fi , gli ?dae] I fi , gl idael 'they died' 
[ fe , gle?dae] I fe? gl edael 'they washed' 
l eil [ ei ] Voiced mid open unrounded front vocoid gliding to 
high close unrounded front vocoid, occurring word 
initially, medially, and finally. 
[ . ei sava] I ' e� gaval 'n�w' . [ ,  fe1pana/ ' fe1pa] I '  fe1pana/ ' fe1pal 'bad' 
[ ' kei ] I ' g eil 'moon' 
Since [ e] and [ ei] contrast in identical environments, 
they are separate phonemes. 
[ ' e?dae] I ' edael 'they came' 
[ ,  ei'?dae] I ' eidael ' they made, shaped' 
[ ' ke] I '  gel 'word, language ' 
[ ' kei ] I · geil 'moon' 
• 
Since [ i ]  and [ $i ] contrast in identical environ-. 
ments, they are separate phonemes . 
[ .  i?da8] I ' ida81 'they went' 
[ • 8i?da8] I '  8ida81 'they made, shaped' 
[ ' b ina] I ' b inal 'price' 
[ ' b8ina] l ' b8ina/ 'he lived, and . . .  ' 
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NO TE: There are, however, incidences of fluctuation 
between [ i ]  and [ 81 ] : 
[ na ' hi ?da/ na' h8i?da] I na ' hida/ 'when they said 
so' 
l ui [u] Voiced high close rounded back vocoid occurring word 
initially, medially, and finally. 
[ ' ut8na] l ' ut8na/ 'evening, afternoon' 
[ fu '  91 una] I fu ' 9 1  una/ 'peace' 
[ • havu] I ·  havu/ 'bow' 
[ ' kuna] 1 ' 9una/ 'netbag' 
1 01 [0] Voiced mid close rounded back vocoid occurring word 
initially, medially, and finally. 
[ ' 09l iva] 1 ' 09l iva/ 'flying fox' 
[ • kona] I '  9ona/ • bamboo' 
[ 8 ' no] 1 8 · nol 'come ( sg. ) ! '  
Since [u] and [0]  contrast in identical environments, 
they are separate phonemes . 
[ 'kuna] 1 ' 9unal 'netbag' 
[ .  kona] I '  90nal 'bamboo' 
[ no ' 8u8] I no ' 8ud 'I am saying, speaking' 
[ no ' 808] I no ' 8081 'I am hitting' 
l oul [oU] Voiced mid close rounded back vocoid gliding to 
high close rounded back, occurring word initially, 
medially, and finally. 
[ ' OUpa] I · oupa/ 'short' 
[ ' noU?a] l ' noU?a/ 'her husband' 
[ ' hoU] I ' houl 'dry' 
Since [0]  and [ oU] contrast in identical and analo­
gous environments, they are separate phonemes. 
[ ' 09 1 89a] 1 · 09189al 'the day before yesterday, or: 
the day after tomorrow' 
[ ' ou9189a] l ' ou9189a/ 'his eye' 
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[ • kona] I ' gona! ' b  amboo ' 
[ ' koun8 ' koUn8] l . goUn8 • goun81 ' fugitive ' 
Since [u] and [OU] contrast in identical and analo­
gous environments, they are separate phonemes. 
[ ' uka] I ' uka/ ' you went, and . . .  ' 
[ ' ouka] I ' oukal ' petition ' 
[no? ' un8] I no? · un8/ ' we are going ' 
[no? ' oun8] Ino? · oun81 ' we are making, shaping ' 
[ ' kuna] I '  guna/ ' netbag ' 
[ ' koun8 ' koUn8] l . goUn8 • goun81 ' fugitive ' 
N O T E :  There are, however, incidences of fluctuation 
between [ u] and [oU] . 
[ na ' huna/ na' hoUna] I na ' hunal ' when he said so . . .  ' 
[ ' SUIn8taj ' soUm8ta] I '  sum8tal 'kunai grass ' 
I a! [a] Voiced low open unrounded central vocoid occurring 
word initially, medially, and finally. 
[ ' ana] I '  anal ' woman ' 
[ ' av8to�a] l · av8to gal ' below' 
[ka· na? a] I ga · na? a/ ' time ' 
l a81 Voiced unrounded central-front vowel with submembers 
[ a8] , [ ai ] ,  and [ a::] .  
[ a8] Voiced low open unrounded central vocoid gliding 
to mid open unrounded front, occurring word ini­
tially, medially, and finally. 
[ ai ] Voiced low open unrounded central vocoid gliding 
to high close unrounded front, occurring in free 
fluctuation with [ a8] .  
[a::] Voiced low close unrounded front vocoid occur­
riDg word finally in fluctuation with [ a8] and 
[ a1 J .  
Since [ a8] ,  [ ai ] ,  and [re] occur in fluctuation wi th 110 
contrast, they are submembers of one phoneme. 
[ .  a8pa/ ' aipa] I .  a8pal ' beginning, essence, cause, 
owner 0 f s. tho ' 
[da8g1i ' ?di8/ dai gl i ' ?di 8] I da8g1 i ' di 81 ' he showed me ' 
[ha ' vi?da8/ha ' vi?dre] I ha · vida81 ' they heard ' 
[ ' a8/ ' ai/ ' re] l · a81 ' mountain ' 
Since [ a] and [ a8] contrast in identical environments, 
• 
they, are separate phonemes. 
[ ,  apa] / '  �pa/ 'older brother ' 
[ ' a8pa/ ' alpa] / ' a8pa/ 'beginning, cause, essence, 
owner ' 
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Since [ 8] and [ a8] contrast in identical environments, 
they are separate phonemes . 
[ ' k8] / '  g8/ 'word, language, speech ' 
[ ' ka8/ ' kai/ ' kl£] / '  ga8/ 'apron ' 
[ ' h8?da8/ ' h8?dl£] / ' h8da8/ 'they hit ' 
[ ' has?da8/ ' hai?dl£] / ' ha8da8/ 'they slept ' 
N O T E :  There are instances of fluctuation between [ 8i ] 
and [ ai ] ,  especially word initially . 
[ ,  8i sava/ ' �i gava] ( ,  8i gava/ 'new ' 
[ ' b8l0/ ' baloJ / ' b8l0/ 'sit (sg. ) ! '  
Voiced central-back vowel with submembers [ aD ] , 
[ oJ . 
[ aD] Voiced low open unrounded central vocoid gliding 
to mid close rounded back, occurring word inl­
tially, medially, and finally. 
[aU] Voiced low open unrounded central vocoid gliding 
to high close rounded back vocoid, occurring in 
free fluctuation wi th [ aO] .  
[ 0] Voiced low close rounded back vocoid occurring 
word finally in fluctuation with [ aD] and [ aU] . 
Since [ aO] ,  [ aU] , and [ 0] occur in fluctuation with no 
contrast, they are submembers of one phoneme. 
[ aO ' ?di 8/ aU ' ?di 8] / ao ' di 8/ 'he trod, stepped ' 
[haO , ?di8/ hau , ?di 8] / hao , die! 'he slept ' 
[ aa '  ha?bao/ da' ha?bo] / da ' habao/ 'help me! ' 
Since [ a] and [ aD] contrast in identical environments, 
they are separate phonemes. 
[ ' aka] / '  aka/ 'your wi fe ' 
[ ,  aOka] / '  aOka/ 'you stepped, and . . . ' 
Since [0] and [ aD] contrast in identical environments, 
they are separate phonemes . 
[ho , ?di 8] / ho ' di 8/ 'he hit ' 
[haC ,  ?di 8] / hao ' di 8/ 'he slept ' 
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[ ' kona] I '  gonal 'b amboo ' 
[ ' kaOna] I '  gaOnal ' he cooked, and . . . ' 
N O f E :  There are incidences of fluctuatI on between [aU] 
and [ aU] , especi ally word initI ally. 
[ ' oUgegesa/ ' aUgsgssa] l ' oUge3sba/ 'big, great ' 
[ ' soUvs l ' saUve] I ' souvsl ' chie f '  
3.3. Su p rasegmen t al I tem s 
3. 31. To n e 
Although there are inton ation patterns in Yag ari a, not 
all ton al phenomen a can be expl ained by inton ation. There 
are three tones: 
low G ' ] ,  mid [-] ,  and high [ ' J .  
But tone is not emic, since It is m ainly, if not al­
together, influenced by stress, and no contrast is found 
except where there is also contrast in stress and the vowel 
length. 
For the sake of simplicity, tones have not been indicated 
in the phonetic tr anscription in the rest of this paper. 
3. 32. St r es s  
There are four degrees o f  stress, which for the sake of 
simplic ity h ave not been indic ated In the phonetic tran­
scription in the rest of this p aper , ( Only the m ain word 
stress h as been indic ated by [ , ] 1 ' 1 . ) The degrees of 
stress intensity will be mdic ated by [ I ] ,  [ I I J ,  [ I I ! ] ,  and 
[ I V] ,  in this paragraph. Stress I S  em lc, since contrasts in 
an alogous environments occur. There are three emic stress 
uni ts . 
1 °1 [ I ] Completely reduced stress , on reduced syllables . 
Vowel: Very short, somet Imes almost inaudible. 
Tone: Low [ ' ] .  Occurring word initially and me­
dially. 
N O f E :  Word medial occurrence is mainly caused by morphopho­
nemic factors: occurrence of [ I I ] prefixes preceding 
stem-initial [ I ] syll ables. 
[ I hal I noI I 1 ?dr1 1' 8] I °hano ' di e/ ' 1 t I S ( was ) av ailable, 
at hand ' 
[ I glaI I faI 1 p8iI I 1 ?dII I' 8] 1 0 91afapei ' di e/ ' he told you 
(pl. ) , 
[ 1 b 8I g1:8I I I 9"8] l Ob s  °9 1 s ' gel ' quick ' 
[ I I no?I haI I I vuI I '8] Ino? Oha· vuel ' I  am listening, 
hearing' 
[ I haI I I 91iJ I Oha · 9lil 'fire' 
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1 #1 [ I I ] Non-stress, on normal non-stress syllables. Vowel 
of normal length. Tone: low [0 ' ] ,  sometimes mid 
[-] . Occurring word initially, medially, and 
finally. 
[ I I I haI I 91oI I te? I I na] l ' ha91ote?na/ 'light' 
[ I I I haI I 91i ]  l ' ha9lil 'arrow' 
[ I I no O?boI I I 91oI I! 8] Ino obo , 91oE:/ 'I am putting' 
Since [ I ] and [ I I ]  contrast in analogous environ­
ments, they are different emic stress units. 
[ I I haI I �I I I ?dII I!8] Iha90 ' di el 'he was merciful' 
[ I  hal l  �oI I I  ?dII I. E;] I °ha90 '  di el 'he hollowed 
(chiselled) out' 
NO TE: There is the possibility of a different analysis of 
the stress intensities [ I ] and [ I I ] ,  based on a dif­
ferent analysis of the vowels. If the short vowels 
were explained as separate phonemes, complementary 
distribution of [ I ] and [ I I ]  would be the result, and 
[ I ] and [ I I ]  would be submembers of one ernic stress 
unit. But that would affect the practical ortho­
graphy, necessitating the introduction of special 
characters or diacritics for the short vowel s. ( See 
6. Practical Orthography. ) 
1 , 1 Stress, with submembers [ I I I ]  and [ I V ] . 
[ I I I ]  Normal stress, on normal stress-syllables. 
Vowels of normal length. Tone: mid [-] , some­
times low [" ] .  Occurring word initially, 
medially, and finally. 
[ I I I vaI I to?] l ' vato?1 'separated, by itself' 
[ I haI I I 91I] I Oha, 9lil 'fire' 
[ I haI I I vp to] I ha ' viol 'listen (sg. ) ! ' 
[ I "b8I I 91:81 I IsuI I! 8] I Ote91 e ' suel 'I will throw 
away' 
Since [ I ] and [ I I I ] ,  and [ I I ]  and [ I  I I ]  contrast in 
analogous environments, they belong to different ernic 
stress units. 
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[ I ha,I I I 91i] I Oha· 9lil 'fue' 
[ I I I haI I 9ri ]  l · ha9lil 'arrow' 
[ I haI I  I nP] I °ha ' nP I 'night' 
[ I I I hal I nIJ I '  hanil ' forehead , front' 
[ I I I toI I 9Ml l na] l · to91onal 'he placed s. b. , and . . .  ' 
[ I tOI I I  9101 I na] I °to ' 910nal 'he threw away, and .. . ' 
[ I V ] Intense stress. Vowel : Extra long. Tone: High 
[ ' ] . Occurs only on syllables w Ith [ i . ]  and 
[ 8i . ] ,  which have been interpreted as VV se­
quences [ i i J  and [ 8i _ ] .  It is apparently this 
seq�ence of two syllables which causes the In­
tense stress. 
[ I VhHI I,o] I ' hi iol ' speak! say! do! (pl. ) '  
[ I. 8I V 9H ino] 1 08 ' 91i iol 'take! (pl . ) 
[ I Vb E;1 iI I.o ] l ' b 8iiol 'sit! (pl. ) '  
[ I VHI I,o] I ' i iol 'go! (pl . ) '  
Since [ I V ] occurs only wi th the VV sequences [ i i J and 
[ 8i i ] , and [ I I I ] never occurs in that environment , 
their distribution is mutually exclusive and they are 
submembers of one emic stress unit. 
[ I,sI I I 911I I.o] 1 08 ' 9liol ' take! (sg . ) '  
[ L eI V 9H i no] 1 ° 8 '  9l i iol 'take! (pl . ) '  
[ I I I b811 1'0] I ' b8iOI ' SIt .  (sg. ) '  
[ I Vb8li I I.o ] l ' b8iiol 'sit! (pl . ) '  
Each word has one, and only one, stress syllable. 
4. D I S T R I B U T I O N 
4.1 . Sy l l ab l e  P a t t e r n s  
There are four syllable patterns : 
V Occurring word initially and finally , and word me-
dially only in very few instances . 
ev Occurring word initially, medially, and finally. 
eve Occurring word init Ially, medially, and finally. 
ve Occurring mainly word initially, and word medially 
and finally in very few instances . 
4. 2.  
V 
CV 
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Phonemes 
All vowels may occur in any position of the syllable 
in the word. 
All vowel s may occur in any position of the syllable 
in the word.  
All consonants except / ?/ may occur in word initial 
position of the syl lable, and a l l  consonants, in­
c luding / ?/ ,  may occur in word medial and fina l 
posi tion of the syl lable. 
CVC All  vowels may occur in any position of the syllable 
in the word . 
VC 
Preceding consonant, C , : All consonants, except / ?/ ,  
may occur in word initial position, and all conso­
nants, including / ?/ ,  may occur in word medial and 
final posi tion. 
Syllable closing consonant, C 2 :  Only / ?/ may occur 
in any position of the syllable in the word. 
All vowels may occur in any position of the syllable 
in the word . 
Of the consonants, only / ?/ may occur in any position 
of the syllable in the word. 
5 .  M O R PH O PH O N E M I C S  
!'L 1. E f fects o f  Pre- glottali sat i on 
As stated before (cf. p. 2 l ) , preglottalisation may occur 
with all consonants except voiceless stops, 6 and [ g ] ,  [ �] , 
[m] , [ 8] , and [ f] . 
If in complex words, a glottal stop would have to occur 
preceding one of the above consonants ( e. g .  present progr . 
prefix / no?-/ or / n8?-/ , negation prefix / a?-/ ) ,  the fol­
lowing changes take place: 
/ g/ becomes voiceless: / ?/ + / g/ ' > /k/ .  
/-g8Va/ [-g8va] 'big, large, great ' ( suff. ) 
/ ', igopa/ [ .  i gopa] ' ground ' 
/ i go ' pag8va/ [ i go ' pag8va] 'large ground ' 
/ ha . nina/ ha . ni ?/ [ ha · nina/ ha · ni?] 'night, darkness ' 
/ ha . nik8va/ [ha ' nik8va] 'great darkness ' 
/m! becomes a voiced stop: / ?/ + /m! '> f bi .  
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/ . ana/ ' a?/ [ . ana/ ' a?] 'woman, female ' 
/-ma?/ [-ma?] 'nominalizer, subject-indicator ' 
/ · aba?/ [ · a?ba? ] 'woman ' (subj . )  
/ s/ and / f/ cause the glottal stop to di sappear: 
/ ?/ + / s/ '> / s/ .  
/ ' S8iO/ [ ' S8iO] 'hang it up! ' 
/ a ' s8io/ [ a ' s8io] 'do not hang it up! ' 
/ ? / + / f/ > / f/ . 
/ fi 9l i ' di B/ [fi gl i ' ?di8] 'he died ' 
/ afi gl i ' di 8/ [ afi gli ' ?di 8] 'he did not die ' 
5.2. A f f i x A l l o m o rp h s  
/ -n8/ > / -na/ 
The indicative 2nd person singular suffix / -n8/ changes 
to /-na/ preceding the change-of-subj ect-indicator suffix 
I-gal 
/ no? · an8/ [no? ' an8] 'you are coming ' 
/ no? · anagada/ [no? ' anasa?da] 'you are coming, and I . . .  ' 
/_?B/ '> /_?a/ 
The indicative dual suffix /-? 8/ changes to /-?a/ pre-
ceding: 
the change-of-subj ect-indicator suffix I-gal ;  
the nominalising suffix /-ma?/ ; and 
the interrogation suffix / -vi 8/ . 
/ n8? · a? 8/ [n8? ' a? 8] ' you two are coming ' 
/ n8? · a?agani/ [n8? ' a?asani] 'you two are coming, and 
he . . .  I 
/ n8? · a?ama?/ [n8? ' a?ama?] 'you two who are coming ' 
/ n8? · a?avi8/ [n8? ' a?avi 8] 'are you two coming? ' 
/ m/ ' >  /p/ 
/m/ changes to /p/ in the nominalising suffix /-ma?/ when 
a preceding /n/ is absorbed. 
/ · g8 hu ' du8/ [ ' k8 hu ' ?du8] 'I  said the word ' 
/ · g8 hu ' duma?/ [ ' k8 hu ' ?duma?] 'the word which I sa ld ' 
/ ' g 8 hu ' dan8/ [ ' k8 hu ' ?dan8] 'you said the word ' 
/ · g 8 hu ' dapa?/ [ ' k8 hu ' ?dapa?] 'the word which you said ' 
/ · g8 hu ' dun8/ [ 'k8  hu ' ?dun8] 'we said the word ' 
/ · g 8 hu ' dupa?/ [ ' k8 hu ' ?dupa? ] 'the word which we said ' 
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I vl >  Ipl 
I vi changes to I pi in the int errogat ion suffi x I -v i e! 
when a preceding I nl is absorbed. 
I hi ' suel [hi ' sue) 'I shall say it' 
Ihisu ' vi el [hisu ' vi e) 'shall I say it?' 
I hi ' sunel [hl ' sune) 'we shall say it' 
I hi su ' piel [hi su ' p i e) 'shall we say it?' 
I vl changes to Ipl in the locative suffix l -vi ?1 when a 
preceding I ?I is absorbed. 
I '  hoya/ [ ,  hoya) 'garden' 
l ' hoyavi ?1 [ ' hoyavi ?]  'in the garden' 
l ' nina/ ' ni ?1 [ ' nina/ ' ni ?) 'water' 
l ' nipi ?1 [ ' nipi ? ]  'in the water' 
1 911 > I tl 
1 91/ changes to I t  I in the locative suffix 1-91o?1 when a 
preceding I ?I is absorbed. 
I ' yaval [ ,  yava) 'tree' 
l ' yava91o?! [ ' yava91o?)  'on (in) the tree' 
I ya ' vana/ ya' va?1 [ya ' vana/ ya' va?) 'stone' 
l ya ' vato?1 [ya ' vato?] 'on the stone' 
5.3. Con t rac t i on of Vowe l s 
Sometimes when two successive verb forms form a semantic 
unit , the two vowels at their j unction are contracted , and 
the final vowel of the preceding verb is assimilated with 
the initial vowel of the verb following. Thus the two verbs 
uni te to form one word. But since that word has two stres­
ses , it is treated as two separate words in the phonemic 
spelling. 
I ' heida o ' duel [ ' hei?da o ' ?due) > [ ' hei ?do ' ?due] 'I came up 
here' (lit. : 'I ascended , and came') 
l e , 9l ina e ' siB/ [ e , 9l ina e ' sie] > [ e , 9l ine " sie) 'he shall 
bring' ( ,  he shall take , and come') 
l e , 9l ika u ' ol [ e , 9l ika u ' o] '> [ s , 9l iku ' o ] 'take it away! ' 
( , take it, an d go! ' ) 
l e , 9l ina i ' si e/  [ e , 9l ina i ' sie] > [ s , 9lini ' si s] 'he shall 
take it away' ('he shall take it , and go') 
The same happens in the case of other words (nouns , ad­
j ecti ves , and non-conj ugat i ble verb stems occurring wi th 
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another verb ) with f inal I ai , which form a semantic unit 
wi th the verb following. 
I ,  8i gava 8i . di81 [ ' 8i gava 8i ' ?di 8] > [ ,  8i gav8i . ?di 8] 'he 
woke up ' 
I ' h8tama 8i , di 81 [ ,  h8tama 8i , ?di8] ' > [ ,  h8tam8i , ?di 8] 'he di-
vided out ' 
I da: mota 8i , di d  [da ' mota 8i . ?di 8] ' > [da ' mot8i , ?di8] ' I  was 
afraid ' 
6 .  P R A C T I C A L O R T H O G R A P H Y  
PHONEM ES CHARACTERS USED IN 
PRACTICAL ALPHABET 
Ipl [p] [p . ] [ ?p] P 
Ibl [b ] [ ?b ] b 
I t  I [t ]  [ t · ]  [ ?t ]  t 
I d/ [ d] [ ? d] d 
Ikl [k] [k · ] k 
I gl [k] [ g]  [ s] g 
I ?I [ ? ]  
If  I [ f] [¥] f 
Ivi [v] [:a] v 
I hl [ h] h 
/sl [8] s 
1 m! [mJ m 
I nl [n] n 
I g11 [ 91]  I 
Iyl [y] [. �] [5 ] y 
I ii [ i ] i 
1 81 [ 8] e 
1 8il [ 8i ] e i  
lui [ u] u 
101 [0] 0 
loUI [OU] o u  
I a! [ a] a 
l a81 [ a8] [ ai ] [1£] a e  
I aOI [ aO] [aU] [Q ]  ao 
Although stress is ernie , it does not have to be wr itten, 
and should not be written. The indication of stress in the 
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practical orthography would be beneficial for the non­
indigenous reader only. For the indigenous, unsophisticated 
reader, the indication of suprasegmentals is usually more 
confusing than helpful, since he will probably pronounce the 
words correctly even without stress indicated. 
It would be po ssible to show [ I ] in the spelling by 
indicating the short vowels in a special way (cf. p. 4 1). 
But a different analysis of the vowels would be necess ary 
for that, and also the introduction of special characters 
or diacritics for the short vowels, and/or the writing 
of consonant clusters to indicate transition vowels. But 
the latter especially would disturb the CVCV pattern, and 
that pattern seems so much the rule that literate indigenous 
speakers object very much to the writing of C C  clusters. 
For that reason the practical alphabet has been set up 
as outlined above. 
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NOT E S  
1. Not included in th is f igure are the 760 or so Yagaria 
speak i ng inhab itants of the Yagusa area i n  the Ke igana 
Census DIvis ion. The ancestors of these people are sa id to 
have m igrated into th is area from a v i l lage called Yagusa 
wh ich was s ituated in the present-day Yagar ia l ingu ist ic 
area. 
2. S . A .  Wurm, "The L ingu ist ic S ituat ion in the Highlands 
D istricts of Papua and New Gu inea ", publ ished in A u stra l ian 
T erri tories, vol. 1, No. '2, February 1961, pp. 14- 23. 
3. S.A .  Wurm, Phonol ogica l Diversifica t ion in A u stra l ia n  
N ew Guinea Highl ands La ngu a ges, Canberra, 1964, p. 2. 
4. The ru le is that vo iceless stops cannot occur pre­
glottalised. If, therefore, for morpholog ical reasons (e.g. 
negat ion pref ix [ a?-] ) ,  a glottal stop would have to occur 
w ith a vo iceless stop, the glottal stop e ither d isappears, 
or the vo iceless stop is lengthened. Some speakers, how­
ever, tend to say the glottal stop in such cases with [p]  
and [ t ] ( never w ith [k] ) ,  usually wi  th a short trans it ion 
vowel in bet ween the g lo ttal stop and the s top. Thus 
f luctuat ion between vo iceless stops and their lengthened 
and/or preglottal ised counterparts occurs. 
[ apa · mio/ ap . a · mio/ a?a.l.pa · mio] / ap a · mio/ 'don't give them! ' 
[ ato · glo/ at . o · glo/ a?a.l. to · 91o] / ato · glo/ 'don't throll' away! ' 
[ aka ' mud ak . a ' mu8] / aka · mud 'I am not g iving you'. 
Since the preglottalised vo iceless stops are only fluc­
tuations of their non-preglottal ised counterparts, they can 
be disregarded here. 
5.  For morphophonemic reasons: [ ? ]  + [ g ]  > [k] . 
6. cf . Note 4. 
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